
CHAPTER 7
An Example in Which System Integrity is Critical

The launching of a US intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), or a series of ICBMs,
is a complex process, due to the distributed nature of the system and its necessary
communications infrastructure, as well as its dependability requirements and the
ensuing sociotechnical-algorithmic complexity to assure that dependability. As befits
a technology which is critical to the future of humankind, the launch process and
its reliability and integrity issues have been discussed extensively in the unclassified
literature. A selection follows. Blair conducted a seminal study of the reliability,
resiliency and integrity of the entire US launch process and its criteria, as it then
was, in 1985 [1]. Mackenzie wrote a prize-winning sociotechnical study of the
evolution of ICBM guidance systems [13]. Sagan studied accidents and incidents in
US nuclear-weaponry operations [14]. Schlosser investigated in a journalistic style
some incidents surrounding ICBM installations in the US MidWest [16]. Recently,
concerns about system integrity have been raised in articles by Blair, considering the
possibility of unauthorised intrusion into the digital systems of ICBM control [2], and
Shatz, who considered the dependability of the human command structure [17].

Rather than describe such a complex system by means of its minutiae, I suggest it
is helpful for cybersecurity analysis to decompose it into components and their causal
relations.

I will consider here the launch decision and action, and the integrity of these
processes. A launch decision by POTUS is communicated to the physical command
centres by an Emergency Action Message (EAM) [15, 20]. An EAM is a command
sent by the US President (POTUS) to commence system action, including launch,
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and is roughly comparable in length with a tweet1. An EAM is encrypted and
cryptographically authenticated. It is a system requirement that a valid launch EAM
results inevitably in a launch.

7.1 Causal Control Flow Diagrams (CCFDs)

A Causal Control Flow Diagram (CCFD) is a diagram which Causalis uses to illustrate
the causation inside an engineered system [18], [9, Chapter 5]2. The notion of “nec-
essary causal factor” (NCF) used in a CCFD is a philosophical-logically rigorous notion
developed by the philosopher David Lewis [10] based on his logic of counterfactual
assertions [11]. The Lewis notion of NCF was used in the engineering causal-analysis
method Why-Because Analysis (WBA) [9, Chapter 1 and Chapter 4], [19]. CCFDs
were developed using a similar conceptual apparatus to that of WBA.

CCFDs were developed for use in engineered systems. However, they can be used to
analyse sociotechnical systems such as an ICBM launch system with certain semantic
adaptations. Sociotechnical systems involve human and human-organisational agents.
It is a complex philosophical problem to speak of “cause” when considering human
agency. For my purposes here, it suffices to identify the notion of a sociological “cause”
of an executed action with a human or organisational intention to execute the action
as defined or implied by standard system procedures. (If the action is not executed, it
of course cannot have a cause.)

7.2 Functional Integrity and Information Integrity

I recall the definitions of functional integrity and information integrity from Chapter
5, and repeat the CCFD illustrating the definition of information integrity.

• Functional integrity is the property of a system or component that its system-
relevant behaviour remains the same.

1 A tweet is a message sent on the Internet broadcast-messaging service Twitter, and is up to 140
alphabetical characters in length.

2 Also see [8, Chapter 9], where they were called “Causal Influence Diagrams”, a name we then
discovered was used by many others for various different notions.
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where

• system-relevant behaviour is behaviour of a system or a component of a sys-
tem which contributes causally to the fulfilment of some part of the system
requirements specification

Information integrity is defined as follows:

• Information integrity is the property that the meaning of the information held
at any state St of the system Sys is conformant with

– either the real world (that is, the information corresponding to real-world
parameters is veridical) or

– veridical information held at other states St1 of the system, transformed
by the functionally-correct transformations applied by Sys to St1 which
result in St .

Figure 7.1: Information Integrity Causal Control Flow Diagram
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7.3 The Launch Function Analysed

A general not-quite-CCFD of the launch process is shown in Figure 7.2. I write
“not-quite” because the diagram is not an actual CCFD. This is because the lower
nodes, “causally” feeding in to the launch decision, do not necessarily satisfy the
Counterfactual Test1: the decider, POTUS, is not in fact bound by procedure to take
these factors into account [17]. We might call it a quasi-CCFD.

The quasi-CCFD shows various phenomena such as Phenomenology and Checklist
and Procedures which are causally or quasi-causally input into Launch Decision and
Action, which then causally results in EAM commands launch via intermediate causal
apparatus denoted Syst2. The EAM issued causally results in Missile Launch via
intermediate causal apparatus denoted Syst1.

There is a “dual phenomenology” used to aid launch decisions. This phenomenology
consists of real-time information about possible missile launches from adversaries,
and comprises

(a) infrared data coming from satellites, and

(b) dynamic data coming from multiple radar sites.

These two data streams are generally assumed to be independent. The dual phe-
nomenology is intended to be an important causal input – better said, two important
causal inputs which should cohere – in a launch decision. Other important causal
inputs are

• the applicable checklist, and

• the applicable procedures, and

• possibly other environmental parameters, for example information communi-
cated by military aircraft in flight, which are here not further specified.

All this information is intended to form causal factors for decisions on activation
of the system. The information is causally intermediated on its way to the launch
decision by systems designated Syst3, Syst4 and Syst5. It is intended by the system
designers that there is causal influence from these inputs on the decision, but as noted

1 The Counterfactual Test asks: given a decision to launch, would the decision to launch not have been
taken had the phenomenology not indicated what it indicated? And the answer is: not necessarily,
as Shatz [17] says.
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above it is possible that the influence is absent [17]. The arrows are thus not causal
per se; they are “desired-to-be-causal” in some sense, but there is no mechanism
to ensure that these factors are indeed causal – – and they thus do not satisfy the
Counterfactual Test. They are shown as dashed in Figure 7.2 to distinguish them from
those nodes whose causal relations are established through the Counterfactual Test.

It may well be that the dashed arrows between (6) Phenomenology and Syst4 are
in fact causal rather than just desired-to-be-causal; similarly the arrows between (5)
Checklist and Procedures and Syst5, and (4) other Environmental situations and Syst3.
This can be established (or contraindicated) by more detailed inquiry into the nature
of these subsystems and their causal connections.

Figure 7.2: A General Quasi-CCFD of a Launch Action of a US ICBM

In between each of the major labelled nodes are the nodes labelled Syst1, ...
Syst5, which represent causally-intermediary system apparatus. To illustrate, let us
consider Syst1, the causal system intermediating between the production of an EAM
commanding a launch and the actual launch of a missile. When a launch-EAM is
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produced,

• communications systems transmit this EAM to the the site of a missile to be
launched;

• at the launch site, the authenticity of the message is validated by a sociotechnical
subsystem; and,

• if the authentication validates, action to launch the missile is then taken by that
sociotechnical subsystem.

These are three separate system functions which serially combine to connect causally
the production of an EAM commanding a missile launch with an actual missile launch.
This subsystem, a combination of geographically-separated communications and the
on-site sociotechnical subsystem, is denoted by Syst1 in Figure 7.2.

For system-analytical reasons, one may wish to decompose Syst1 into two subsys-
tems, the second of which itself decomposes serially into two components:

• the communications subsystem Syst1.1 conveys a POTUS launch decision en-
coded in an EAM to the launch site, and

• the on-site sociotechnical subsystem Syst1.2 validates the EAM and acts to
launch. Syst1.2 itself decomposes into the serially-executed subsystems

– on-launch-site reception, decoding and validation of the authenticity of
the EAM; followed by

– if a launch-EAM validates, action to launch the missile.

Such a decomposition helps to localise the various vulnerabilities which may be
manifest through the impact of emerging technologies, as follows:

• It has been suggested that the on-site sociotechnical subsystem Syst1.2 is fairly
robust against cybersecurity threats posed by emerging technologies [3]1. This
is largely because the procedures are human, static, and validation is largely
physical, not digital-electronic.

• On general grounds, systems scientists may well be concerned about the cyber-
security of the communications subsystem Syst1.1 and the possible means of
inhibiting or “spoofing” an EAM. (Inhibition was considered in depth in [1].)

The caveat “fairly robust” for the cybersecurity of Syst1.2 is apt. For example, a Syst1.2

1 The referenced Workshop was conducted under the Chatham House Rule [4].
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common-cause electronic fault has indeed occurred on-site, reported by Blair [2]1.
In this incident, using the terminology just elaborated, the fault was present, but a
failure was only potential. The fault would have inhibited a launch on a launch-EAM,
had such an EAM been issued. Since no such EAM was issued2, the fault did not
manifest as behaviour.

Applying the terminology of Section 7.2 to the incident recounted by Blair, the
on-site sociotechnical subsystem Syst1.2 did not retain its functional integrity. The
cause of the loss of functional integrity was an implementation error, a faulty circuit
board. There are many ways of rendering circuit boards faulty. Some of them are
spontaneous. Some are inadvertent design, manufacturing, installation or mainte-
nance errors. We may assume one of these occurred in the incident recounted by
Blair. But such actions which may be inadvertent can also be deliberate, initiated by a
malfeasant intervenor. Then they become cybersecurity issues. Let us consider them
individually.

• Circuit-board or chip design is a process usually involving a team. Design errors,
inadvertent or deliberate, may be avoided by

– keeping the design of the chip simple, and

– using formal methods to prove mathematically that the design fulfils the
functional requirements.

Any attempt to introduce a deliberate design error must somehow circumvent
the formal verification – the formal verification must come up with the result
that the design fulfils its requirements, although in fact the design does not do so.
Introducing an error, but allowing such “proof” to be falsely generated, is a situ-
ation which can be controlled for using well-exercised human-organisational
techniques: separate, independent verification teams and processes, for ex-

1 In general engineering terminology, a fault is a system state which would causally engender erroneous
behaviour. The erroneous behaviour itself is called a failure. The definition of failure in the basic
(non-military) electronic/programmable electronic functional-safety standard IEC 61508-4:2010
[10] varies from this, though, as follows. IEC 61508-4:2010 Subclause 3.6.1 fault: abnormal
condition that may cause a reduction in, or loss of, the capability of a functional unit to perform
a required function. IEC 61508-4:2010 Subclause 3.6.4 failure: termination of the ability of a
functional unit to provide a required function or operation of a functional unit in any way other than
as required.

2 And we may well hope that no such EAM ever is issued!
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ample. The human-organisational problem of infiltrating each independent
verification team and successfully causing a spurious verification in each team
may well be a much harder problem than deliberately introducing a certain
kind of error into the design.

• Introducing deliberate errors during manufacture of a chip would similarly
be fraught with organisational problems. If errors are introduced randomly,
then it is very likely that such errors would be caught during chip validation –
very likely, but not impossible, for it is not possible to test the behaviour of a
chip on all possible inputs. However, chip manufacturers have good records on
validation.

• An error during installation of a circuit board could be

– physical damage to the board resulting in partially different functionality
[5], or

– connecting the board incorrectly to peripherals.

Such phenomena are well-controlled through independent validation processes,
as with design, for they must guard against inadvertent errors.

• An error in a circuit board introduced during maintenance, whether inadvertent
or deliberate, is controlled for by similar procedures to those for installation.

In summary, the processes which control for inadvertent error in design, manufacture,
installation or maintenance of a circuit board arguably suffice to control for deliberate
fault introduction. It seems appropriate to suppose that the mechanisms already
in place to control for faults in the circuit-board lifecycle suffice also to control for
deliberate as well as inadvertent faults, maybe with some strengthening. In particular,
it seems as if there is limited scope for achieving such results using so-called “new
technology”, such as deep-learning neural-network (DLNN) technology1.

This discussion goes some way towards substantiating the suggestion that Syst1.2
is “fairly robust” in the face of cyberattack. Such an attack would have to focus
on specific phases or components of Syst1.2, and, as in the case of a circuit board
exhibiting variant functionality, a strengthening of the controls already in place in

1 Now popularly called “artificial intelligence”, appropriating this half-century-old concept for a
subpart of its subject matter, or “algorithms”, appropriating an even older and more venerable
concept from computer science. We may welcome technical progress and at the same time regret
venerable technical terms losing their specificity.
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those phases could well suffice to inhibit the introduction of deliberate faults as well
as the inadvertent faults which they already largely suffice to inhibit.

Other parts of the launch-decision-and-action system appear to be less robust
against “new technology” cyberattack using DLNN technology. There are two broad
ways a launch decision could be inappropriate:

• a decision is made not to launch during actual attack. There may be two reasons
for this.

– One reason is discussed in [1], that, given an attack is in progress, a
retaliation would not lead to the best possible outcome. The reasoning
involved in determining the best possible outcome may itself be dependent
on information supplied externally to the decision-maker, say through Syst3
in transforming the information from (4) other Environmental Situations.
Such reasoning may be susceptible to loss of information integrity in Syst3
as well as loss of both functional and information integrity in (4) other
Environmental Situations. Mutatis mutandis for Phenomenology/Syst4.
However, since Checklist + Procedures/Syst5 is largely static, it is harder to
see how functional and information integrity could here be lost. It should
also be noted that a decision not to launch can be made appropriately,
based on information that has retained its integrity.

– Another reason is that the attack is not recognised as an attack. This
would involve loss of integrity (functional and/or informational) in Syst4.
Another possibility is coordinated loss of integrity in the dual systems
comprising (6) Phenomenology. This would be a case of common-cause
failure, as in Figure 7.3. However, during the more than half-century these
systems have been in place, one can well imagine that the possibilities for
common-cause failure of both parts of the dual phenomenology have been
well-studied and appropriate prophylactic measures introduced. There
may be good grounds for constantly reviewing the independence of both
channels of the dual phenomenology, but these grounds are independent
of how a common-cause failure might occur. If common-cause failures
are indeed appropriately inhibited, “new technology” cyberattacks on the
phenomenological channels will by hypothesis not succeed in causing a
fail-negative. The major worry here is surely a loss of integrity in Syst4
through cyberattack.
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• a decision is made to launch based on “recognition” of an attack that is in fact
not taking place. Assuming (6) Phenomenology is causal in the decision, a false
“recognition” of an phantom attack would involve compromising the information
integrity of both channels of the dual phenomenology in a coordinated fash-
ion. Such coordinated compromises of information integrity in both channels,
which are based on independent physics and technology, is widely regarded as
unrealistic. However, a loss of integrity in Syst4, the causal intermediary system
between the facts recognised by the phenomenology and the contribution to a
decision, could theoretically result in faulty “recognition”.

Examples of phenomenological input misleading the military to perceive an im-
pending attack have occurred in both the US command [14, Chapter 5] and in the
Russian command [6, 21]. (As far as I know, there is no incident yet, thankfully,
in which valid warning information has been inhibited.) The situation in such a
common–cause failure of information integrity is indicated by the CCFD in Figure 7.3.
Note that such a common cause would have to affect the subsystems Syst3 and Syst4
in Figure 7.2 in a coordinated fashion. For the reasons of independence adduced
above, this would be a very tall order.

?

Figure 7.3: CCFD illustrating a common cause

A final example of the analytical localisation of loss of integrity comes from consid-
ering in more detail the supporting information flow to a launch decision, as in Figure
7.4. I have already noted that the connections between the informational factors,
(2), (3), (4) and (1) Launch Decision is that of desired-to-be-causal rather than truly
causal as determined by the Counterfactual Test, hence this diagram is a Quasi-CCFD
rather than a CCFD. Although dashed lines are not used here, the connections are
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causal-or-desired-causal and not causal simpliciter.

Figure 7.4: A Quasi-CCFD of Information Supporting a Launch Decision

I have observed that the launch decision is not required to take available informa-
tion into account, but it is reasonable to suppose, indeed expected and anticipated of
the decision maker POTUS, that such information from the dual-phenomenological
systems, as well as applicable defined procedures, will play a causal role, along with
the decision-maker’s judgement, in a launch decision. Let us consider these factors
one by one.

• Figure 7.4 shows the dual phenomenology, along with other information (there
may be other observers of a potential launch in immediate contact with the
Situation Room, for example, reconnaissance aircraft gathering telemetry; such
observations are collected under (8) Other Knowledge) assembled under the
rubric of (3) Dynamic situation description. It may be theoretically possible for
deliberate intervention to cause a failure of information integrity in the dynamic
situation description, but only under the condition that Syst3 and Syst4 are
compromised in coordinated fashion. It should be possible to inhibit such a
coordinated compromise by ensuring that Syst3 is sufficiently independent of
Syst4, both physically (sensors and communications) and in terms of personnel,
and that common causes of loss of integrity of both Syst3 and Syst4 are hard or
impossible to devise. Such measures would ensure the information integrity of
the (3) Dynamic situation description.

• The (5) Judgement of the decision maker is presumably not influenced by any
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emerging technology.

• (4) Procedures are defined largely statically, as well as independently of the
technologies used to implement them. What is required here is to ensure the
functional integrity of those procedures, in particular under technology change.
This is a matter of defining the functional behaviour of each subsystem, and
ensuring under technology change that this functional behaviour is invariant.
In other words, ensuring the functional integrity of the procedures. It is surely
relatively easy to devise ways of doing this which are not prone to cyberattack.

• (2) Other Situational Parameters is the factor potentially most in need of care and
attention. One could envisage new technology – big-data analytics, say; DLNN
technology applied to varied presumed-independent sources of data not derived
from the traditional sensing technology involved in the dual phenomenology –
being used to attempt to enhance the information from the dual phenomenology.
If the dual phenomenology maintains information integrity, then such systems
are superfluous. So one way of reducing the risk of vulnerabilities in new
technology is to enhance the assurance of the information integrity of the dual
phenomenology. This is maybe difficult, but surely desirable in any case.

7.4 Summary

I have briefly illustrated the use of CCFDs and Quasi-CCFDs to describe the causal
and desired-causal flows of information and control through the ICBM launch sys-
tem. Although the (Quasi-)CCFDs were general, the integrity properties of specific
subsystems and their effects on the integrity of the overall system could nevertheless
be considered at this level of granularity. We might call this process “decomposing
integrity requirements”. The notion of integrity used was that from Chapter 5, be-
cause existing conceptions did not appear adequate. Possibilities for loss of integrity,
intentionally or inadvertently, can be enumerated using the notion of Chapter 5 more
finely, on finer-grained (quasi-)CCFDs derived from more detailed system description.

7.5 Further Work

Further work would derive more detailed CCFDs/Quasi-CCFDs of the various subsys-
tems, in particular Syst1–Syst5, and perform a threat analysis, in particular concerning
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the possibilities of CCF given emerging technology such as the use of deep-learning
neural networks and the building-block style of composing malware to exploit known
vulnerabilities in COTS infrastructure.
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